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“THE PREMIER ACADEMIC INSTITUTION IN SOUTHEASTERN OHIO” 

2013-2014 Health & Physical Education Departmental Goals 

Ted Kobel Dept. Chair/Teacher & Teacher Eric Huffer 

 

Department Goal:  

     The Health and P.E. dept. will pursue an instructional climate to enhance the CHS statement as “The 

Premier Academic Institution in Southeastern OHIO”.  This will be done through use of technology 

readily available and in-line with the common core use of high yield instructional strategies to enhance 

academics across the curriculum.  The department through data programs now available within the 

district will be able to provide in its courses OTES/OGT (study island, fitness test file, and unit 

summative) like data to utilize to develop better instructional opportunities and interventions as well as 

support concepts that aid in higher standardized test scores for all subjects far beyond just course 

conceptual learning/mastery.  A big focus will be with vocabulary acquisition. 

     Lastly as a department the ultimate challenge is to provide through instruction life skills in the realm 

of Health, Fitness and Wellness. So along with all the upcoming baseline numerical data and assessment 

tools to enhance our educational product, the hope is that the department will also foster the following:  

To help all students develop positive self-esteem and to assist each student in reaching his/her best 

potential (emotionally, intellectually, physically, and socially).  Departmentally we want to teach 

students how to live life to the fullest; to face life struggles and strife; to improve their self-worth; how 

to choose the proper path and or get back on the proper path when a wrong turn has occurred; to learn 

right from wrong and to help them grow to become successful citizens wherever life may lead them. 

Department Weakness(s): 

1. Still developing a more precise cross-curricular link utilizing district data to support core tests for 

graduation. 

2. No standardized data to support or refute Health and P.E. courses as to student growth. 

development mode 2012-13 and intact 2013-2014. *P.E. will start baseline data collections fall 

2013 with a fitness tests program with data shown much like that of the old LCAP system for 

ODE. 

3. Need to utilize more our current technology to bring variety to lessons and its mastery.  Also be 

willing to learn and try/play with various technologies to always provide best practices and 

develop 21st century skills on more regular bases. 
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Department Strengths: 

1. Utilization of “The Premier Academic Institution in Southeastern Ohio” facilities to develop Health 

and Fitness Skills for life while supporting common core along the way. 

2. Willingness to utilize and implement into lessons Marzano High Yield Teaching practices. 

3. “Flipping the Classroom” - “Breaking the mold” as to provide the best life-long learning 

environment of subject matter in Health and Fitness. *doing all to start class as would a core 

subject and then making all the necessary adjustments to lead into concepts of course to guide 

achievement for life of health/P.E. content taught.  Health and Fitness is not just Kinesthetic 

anymore.  

4. We are classroom centered as well using the best practices OTES teaching model too. 

Goal Support Data: 

1. 2013 on course pre-tests 

2. 2013 on unit pre tests. 

3. 2013 on post unit tests (2x per qtr). 

4. 2013 on study island custom material for courses and data from student works within. 

5. 2013 on daily use of a bell-ringer course specific or core data base use of. 

6. 2013 on a portfolio/notebook of life-skills applications to use for life. 

7. *Numerical testable data results 2013-14 as baseline to edit/enhance for future years. 

Action Plan: 

     How:  Through following the timeline set in place for departments this year to develop, revise and 

analyze results to the test(s) in place this year.  Also to follow O.D.E. guidelines for curriculum and 

assessing as we prep for end of course tests and credit. 

     Daily Look:  Beyond some structural changes for the obvious kinesthetic(s) done the classes will 

resemble a core academic class.  Each class will start with a bell ringer question.  Along with the bell 

ringer will be the topic concept of the day as a further focus to start engaging learning.  This will be 

followed up with a specific teacher lead lesson/instruction.  The lesson will then shift to student 

opportunity in practice application (practice applications to be kept in notebook throughout semester 

course).  Class will end with a reminder of today’s concept and a time for student teacher discussion for 

clarity before conclusion of class on the lesson concept.                                                                                                                                   

***Daily/weekly lessons will include district identified Marzano Strategies in class lessons and 

assignments.  To support core curriculum as students develop notebooks through the course 

department can best help with use of quick writes, graphic organizers and vocabulary acquisition skills 

for standardized tests. 

WHO: Ted Kobel & Eric Huffer 

Dept. Goal Assessing: 

1. Department meetings & coordinators meetings weekly period 4 on Tuesday. 

2. Data from created tests this year and created study island materials. 
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3. Review comprehensive core OGT material for skills to use in conceptual class lessons to enhance 

and support core classes to improve test scores. (vocabulary acquisition & testing skills) 

4. Implementation of new O.D.E. – C.O.S. assessment criteria for P.E.  courses. 

5. Baseline data gotten from all the various test options developed (study island, Pres. Fit test like 

program(s), pre/post test OTES model CHS) to accurately develop a growth model for department 

and the school through departmental works and directives given via administration and O.D.E. 

6. We also want to build upon the Leadership program with what is called “Life Essentials”.  24 

Habits of mind for improved citizenship. 

                                                   5P: Proper Planning Prevents Poor Performance 

                                               “Making a positive difference in the lives of children.” 

Physical Education 1 Mr. Huffer 

Physical Education 2 Mr. Huffer 

Physical Education 3 Mr. Kobel 

Health Education Mr. Kobel 

LIFE Essentials 

Essential One: 

 When responding to any adult, you must answer by 
saying “Yes ma’am” or “No sir.” Just nodding your head 
or saying any other form of yes or no is not acceptable.  

 

Essential Two: 

 Make eye contact. When someone is speaking, keep 
your eyes on him or her at all times.  

 

Essential Three: 

 If someone in the class wins a game or does something 
well, we will congratulate that person. Don’t whine, 
don’t complain, and don’t make excuses. 
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Essential Four:  

 During discussions, respect other students’ comments, 
opinions, and ideas.  

 

Essential Five:  

 If you win or do well at something, do not brag. If you 
lose, do not show anger. To show anger or sarcasm, 
such as “I wasn’t playing hard anyway,” shows 
weakness.  

 

Essential Six 

 If you are asked a question in conversation, you should 
ask a question in return. It is only polite to show others 
that you are just as interested in them as they are in 
you. 

 

Essential Seven:  

 When you cough or sneeze or burp, it is appropriate to 
turn you head away from others and cover your mouth 
by placing your mouth into the sleeve of your shirt. 
Afterward, you should say, “Excuse me.”  

 

Essential Eight 
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 Do not smack your lips, tsk, roll your eyes, or show 
disrespect with gestures (bad body language).  

 

Essential Nine 

 Always say thank you when given something.  
 

Essential Ten 

 Surprise others by performing random acts of kindness. 
Go out of your way to do something surprisingly kind 
and generous for someone at least once a month.  
 

Essential Eleven 

 Transitions will be swift, quietly and orderly.  
 

Essential Twelve 

 You will make every effort to be as organized as 
possible. We will follow certain classroom protocols. We 
will be organized, efficient, and on task. In order to do 
so, we will follow these rules: 
o Do not get out of your seat without permission. 

Exception: if you are sick, leave immediately! 
o Do not speak unless: 

 You raise your hand, and I call on you. 
 I ask you a question and you are responding. 
 I instruct you otherwise (for example, during 

group work or class discussion).   
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Essential Thirteen: 

 Whatever the assignment, the activity, etc. that we are 
doing, there is to be no moaning or complaining. This 
will result in a double assignment.  

 

Essential Fourteen 

 While you are with a substitute teacher, you will obey 
the same rules that you follow when I am with you.  

 

Essential Fifteen 

 Quickly learn the names of other teachers in the school 
and greet them. Look to do this when entering or 
leaving school, lunch, on an errand, or changing classes.  

 

Essential Sixteen 

 Do not exclude anyone. Treat one another with 
kindness and respect. The Golden Rule: treat others the 
way you would want to be treated.  

 

Essential Seventeen 

 Clean up after yourselves! It is important to be 
responsible for your trash no matter where you are.  

 

Essential Eighteen 
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 If you approach a door and someone is following you, 
hold the door open. 

 

Essential Nineteen 

 When in a line, walk single file, two-three feet behind 
the person in front of you with your arms at your sides. 
You should face forward at all times. There will be 
absolutely no talking.  

 

Essential Twenty 

 If any student in this school is bothering you, let me 
know. I am your teacher, and I am here to look after you 
and protect you. I am not going to let anyone in this 
school bully you or make you feel uncomfortable. In 
return, I ask that you not take matters into your own 
hands; let us deal with the student.  

 

Essential Twenty-One 

 Be positive and enjoy life. Some things just aren’t worth 
getting upset over. Keep everything in perspective and 
focus on the good in your life.  

 

Essential Twenty-Two 

 Accept that you are going to make mistakes. Learn from 
them and move on. 
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Essential Twenty-Three 

 No matter what the circumstances, always be honest. 
 

Essential Twenty-Four 

 Be the best person you can be!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               

 
 

 


